
Coordination of Safety-Critial MobileReal-Time Embedded SystemsAline Senart, Mélanie Bourohe, Barbara Hughes and Vinny CahillDistributed Systems GroupDepartment of Computer SieneTrinity College Dublin{first.last}�s.td.ieAbstratSafety-ritial mobile appliations running on resoure-onstrained em-bedded systems will play an inreasingly important role in domains suh asautomotive systems, spae, robotis and avionis. Suh appliations areomposed of mobile autonomous omponents interating spontaneouslywithout any infrastruture. Therefore, to undertake safety-ritial mis-sions, the appliations will have to oordinate the behaviour of their om-ponents in real-time, while overoming the limitations of (ad ho) wirelessommuniation. In this paper, we outline the key researh hallenges tobe addressed in order to ahieve suh real-time oordination.1 IntrodutionMobile omputing has reeived muh interest in reent years due to the prolifer-ation and diversi�ation of mobile omputing devies and signi�ant advanesin wireless networking apabilities [MCE04℄. Following this trend, we an nowenvisage the widespread development and deployment of mobile safety-ritialappliations in daily life beoming a reality. Early examples inlude automatedguided vehiles or distributed proess ontrol in wastewater treatment plans[KS03℄ and enompass a variety of domains suh as automotive systems, spae,robotis and avionis.Mobile safety-ritial appliations enable a olletion of autonomous ompo-nents equipped with wireless ommuniation failities to interat in a possibly adho wireless network. These omponents are typially deployed within embed-ded systems as ontrol systems for ritial infrastruture or as mission-ritialsystems exhibiting autonomous and proative behaviour. Their failure or mal-funtion may result in serious injury to people and loss or severe damage toequipment. Among them, hard real-time safety-ritial omponents are thosethat su�er a ritial failure if time onstraints are violated [Kop97℄. They aretraditionally found interating with eah other in a distributed shared environ-ment where they have to omplete ooperative tasks in a spei�ed time-period.Therefore, they need to oordinate their behaviour and adapt it to the stateof their environment within a time-bound interval. For example, robots usedin urban searh and resue ooperate together and with humans in overlapping1



workspaes. For this working environment to remain safe and seure, not onlymust internal omputations of robots meet their deadlines, but timely oordi-nation of robots behaviour is also required.In this paper, we explain why real-time oordination of mobile embeddedsystems is a key requirement to be addressed in order to ensure appliation-widesafety onstraints. We show that there are several impediments to ahievingsuh oordination in (ad ho) wireless networks. First, timely ommuniationis hard to provide in a network where the topology hanges dynamially andthe rate of link failures is high. Seondly, the global behaviour of oordinatedreal-time mobile embedded systems has to guarantee that the safety onstraintsof the appliation are always respeted.The struture of the paper is as follows. In the next setion, we disuss theabsene of adequate real-time (ad ho) wireless ommuniation models. Fol-lowing this, we demonstrate why the unavailability of real-time oordinationmodels is an obstale to ahieving oordination.2 Researh hallengesEnsuring that safety onstraints are never violated by mobile real-time embed-ded systems that oordinate their behaviour with eah other is a partiularlyhard problem. In this setion, we present the main hallenges that are raised.2.1 Absene of adequate real-time (ad ho) wireless om-muniation modelsIn order to ahieve oordination of safety-ritial mobile real-time embeddedsystems, there is a strong need for real-time (ad ho) wireless ommuniation.This is very di�ult to provide in ad ho wireless networks sine nodes ommuni-ate diretly with one another in a peer-to-peer fashion. Furthermore, dynaminode mobility, limited resoures of embedded systems in terms of power andtransmission range, and the varying and unpreditable lateny of wireless linksmay potentially result in ritial situations where a hard real-time event annotbe delivered to all relevant nodes [PH02℄. Consequently, preditive tehniquesare required in order to �nd new routes prior to the failure of existing ones andproatively alloate the required resoures [PH99℄. In this ontext, some of thequestions that arise are: Can real-time wireless ommuniation be improvedby previous knowledge of the periodiity of transmissions? Would partitionantiipation help to ahieve proative and preemptive real-time ommunia-tion? Is mobility awareness useful? Can mobility be predited? If mobility anbe predited, would mobility patterns be of any use? Embedded systems areresoure-onstrained and annot tolerate exessive resoure reservation. Then,how to limit the overhead of resoure reservation? May the reserved resouresbe available for use by other omponents until required by the original one?In the safety-ritial mobile embedded systems that we are onsidering, pro-viding guarantees about timely ommuniation without any given assumptionis learly not possible [HC03℄. It would be interesting to investigate if a real-time (ad ho) wireless ommuniation model an be designed to provide suhguarantees by imposing some additional onstraints on onnetivity, topology,number of nodes of suh networks or harateristis that appliations have to2



expose, for example. Furthermore, many guarantees an be ensured but themost ruial one are very di�ult to provide. For example, when there is analteration in the underlying physial infrastruture, like a network partition ora signi�ant derease in ahievable lateny, ommuniating omponents have tobe informed of the hange in order to adapt their behaviour to respet safetyand timeliness onstraints. This is a hallenging requirement, partiularly in adho wireless networks, where dynami hanges in the onnetivity and networktopology are frequent. Many issues are raised: What form of feedbak an wegive to safety-ritial mobile appliations? How an this feedbak be providedin real-time? Can we guarantee that this feedbak will always be returned toappliations?2.2 Unavailability of real-time oordination modelsAtions of autonomous mobile real-time omponents need to be tightly-oupledin order to ensure that the safety onstraints of the emerging system are sat-is�ed. As they operate in a environment haraterised by extensive resouresharing (e.g., sensors/atuators, proessors and ommuniation hannels), theirbehaviour must be oordinated to aommodate system-wide safety onstraints.These safety onstraints are typially appliation-spei� and plae stringentonstraints on the state and behaviour of individual omponents. Determiningonstraints on individual omponents from high-level system-wide onstraintsis a hard task. To overome this di�ult problem, we need a real-time o-ordination model that would automatially translate system-wide onstraintsinto onstraints on the behaviour of individual omponents to ensure that noatastrophe an our, i.e., that spei�ed safety onstraints are never violated.Regarding this oordination model, several questions an be raised: How anwe speify real-time safety onstraints? Can we provide a formalism powerfulenough to fully apture any existing an future onstraint? Is it possible to fullyautomate the translation of appliation onstraints into onstraints on the be-haviour of individual omponents? If not, an we provide a framework thatwould make the development of mission-ritial appliation easy? How an weverify the behaviour of a set of ommuniating omponents?Furthermore, in large-sale and omplex safety-ritial systems omposedof olletions of embedded systems, eah autonomous omponent an hangeits own state asynhronously by reation to events that are relevant, arisingfrom its loal environment. Keeping distributed views and ations timely andonsistent is a hard problem, if not impossible. Consensus-based tehniquesassume ontinuous onnetivity and use of atomi operations that wait for everyomponent to be ready. However, this may not be viable for mobile real-timeembedded systems, where the link failure rate is signi�ant and tasks have tobe performed in a timely manner. This leads to the following questions: Is hardonsisteny in suh environments possible? Can we redue the omplexity ofthe problem by adding onstraints on the omponents? How to resynhroniseoutdated views and states of omponents in a bounded interval of time? Howto ensure system-wide safety onstraints without a distributed onsistent andaurate state of the safety-ritial appliation?
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3 ConlusionIn this paper, we have desribed the need for real-time oordination, a majorrequirement of safety-ritial mobile real-time embedded systems. Then, wehave identi�ed the hallenges that are still open to ahieve it. We believe thatthe de�nition of appropriate (ad ho) wireless ommuniation models and real-time oordination models is a key requirement to allow suh oordination in(ad ho) wireless networks. Our urrent researh is addressing this issue inthe ontext of the Spae-Elasti Model [BHM+05℄. This ommuniation modelgives feedbak to safety-ritial appliations in the form of a desription ofa varying geographial area in whih real-time ommuniation is guaranteedfor spei�ed Quality of Servie requirements. We are urrently investigatinghow this feedbak an be used to provide timeliness and reliability guaranteesand to de�ne a oordination model whih is able to ensure system-wide safetyonstraints [BHC06℄.Referenes[BHC06℄ Mélanie Bourohe, Barbara Hughes, and Vinny Cahill. Building reli-able mobile appliations with spae-elasti adaptation. In 4th Inter-national Workshop on Mobile Distributed Computing (MDC 2006),June 2006. to appear.[BHM+05℄ M. Boulkenafed, B. Hughes, R. Meier, G. Biegel, and V. Cahill.Providing hard real-time guarantees in ontext-aware appliations:Challenges and requirements. In 4th IEEE International Sympo-sium on Network Computing and Appliations, pages 119�127, Cam-bridge, MA, 2005.[HC03℄ B. Hughes and V. Cahill. Ahieving real-time guarantees in mo-bile wireless ad ho networks. In Real-Time Systems Symposium(RTSS'03) - Work In Progress Session, pages 37�40, Canun, Mex-io, Deember 2003.[Kop97℄ Hermann Kopetz. Real-Time Systems: Design Priniples for Dis-tributed Embedded Appliations. Kluwer Aademi Publisher, 1997.[KS03℄ J. Kjeldskov and J. Stage. The proess of developing a mobile deviefor ommuniation in a safety-ritial domain. In Ninth IFIP TC13International Conferene on Human-Computer Interation, Zürih,Switzerland, September 2003.[MCE04℄ C. Masolo, L. Capra, and W. Emmerih. Priniples of MobileComputing Middleware, hapter 11, pages 261�280. John Wiley,middleware for ommuniations edition, 2004.[PH99℄ M. R. Pearlman and Z. J. Haas. Determining the optimal on�gura-tion for the zone routing protool. IEEE Journal on Seleted Areasin Communiation, 17(8):1395�1414, 1999.[PH02℄ D. D. Perkins and H. D. Hughes. A survey on qos support for mobilead ho networks. Wireless Communiations and Mobile Computing,2:503�513, 2002. 4


